
www.dynacodoor.com

 A perfect seal over the full perimeter of the door, 
reducing air leakage.

 A smooth surface, avoiding accumulation of impurities.

 A reduced footprint, for easy integration.

The Dynaco 
cleanroom door
The new generation high speed doors

Your best asset  
to preserve 
conditioned air



ENTREMATIC BELGIUM NV
Waverstraat 21
B-9310 Moorsel-Aalst (Belgium) 
Tel.  +32 53 72 98 98
Fax. +32 53 72 98 50
info.dynaco.eu@entrematic.com
www.dynacodoor.com
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AVOID CONTAMINATION

Minimal cycle time, advanced multi-interlocking 
possibility and airlock layout help to reduce 
air transfer and consequent contamination of 
valuable goods inside the cleanroom. By choosing 
the appropriate Dynaco solution, contamination 
has no chance to enter the cleanroom. 

MAINTAIN PRESSURE

In cleanroom environments, it is important to 
keep critical areas in overpressure. The flexible 
Dynaco door curtain perfectly resists to pressure 
differences. The enduring tight seal keeps the 
pressure at the required level with limited air 
consumption over years.

KEEP CLEAN

The surface of the Dynaco door curtain is smooth 
and free of irregularities. It contains neither bars 
nor other parts that might accumulate impurities.  
In combination with a stainless steel structure, 
Dynaco doors are easy to clean.

ENERGY SAVING

One of the main reasons for installing a Dynaco 
door, is saving energy. The fast operation of the 
doors and the tightness of the seal help prevent 
conditioned air leaving the cleanroom and 
contaminated air coming in. Apart from avoiding 
all kinds of contamination problems, this results 
in significant savings on your energy costs.

SAVING SPACE

The installation of a Dynaco door requires very 
little space. Contrary to sliding doors, virtually 
no space is lost by installing a Dynaco door. It is 
even possible to install the side guides in the door 
opening and hide the header above the ceiling. 
This way, you can get the maximum out of your 
cleanroom area. 

LOW NOISE OPERATION

The absence of slats in the curtain reduces 
building vibration. The specially designed 
retaining straps run smoothly in the side guides, 
thus reducing the operating noise. This is very 
important to increase user comfort in some 
areas.

About Dynaco 

Founded in 1987, the Dynaco brand has a strong heritage and a wealth of expertise in 

high performance doors. Dynaco is committed to achieving excellence in quality and 

performance through a certified and dedicated network of partners, providing out-

standing service to customers all over Europe. For our valued customers in the rest 

of the world, we trust our USA division and our licensed partners in Russia, Japan, 

China, Vietnam and Brazil to deliver on our customer promises. 

Dynaco is part of Entrematic–the home to some of the world’s most innovative and 

leading brands within the entrance automation industry. The comprehensive range 

of product brands includes Ditec, Normstahl and em/Entrematic.


